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Pippa’s advice on... 
How to Cope with Multiple Managers 
 
Hello fellow worker bees. How are we all? Working and playing hard I hope? Trying to ignore the 
fact that the government seem to be in utter disarray? Personally, if I never hear the word Brexit 
ever again it will be too soon.  
 
Hard Brexit, soft Brexit, what are we doing Brexit? Mid – range Brexit? Why did we start this in the 
first place Brexit? Am I the only one with fatigue over the whole thing? Austerity is another word 
which is driving me to distraction too. I do think our generation have had it tough in some ways. 
Having a pension, paying off student debt and owning a home seem like unrealistic pipe dreams for 
most of us whereas, for our parents, they were a given. I often think how amazing it must have 
been to have been at the peak of one’s career back in the 80’s. Back then I like to think that people 
sort of threw money about, casually drove Ferraris to work, wore power suits with huge shoulder 
pads whilst office life was a glamorous mix of selling, buying, wearing red lipstick and having 
perms in your lunch break. Or so I like to imagine anyway. Though to be fair my mum backs this 
theory up. She reassures me that in the 80’s getting a job was easy, being paid more than you 
could spend was standard and that, despite wearing legwarmers and having crimped hair, people 
were still taken seriously. Though admittedly she’s a housewife from Northwich who gleaned most 
of her ‘evidence’ from watching Dallas and Dynasty.  
 
Still, compare those soaps to Eastenders and Corrie and it doesn’t take a genius to work out that 
financial times are tougher now. You don’t need me to tell you that the economy is still recovering 
one from one of the worst recessions this country has ever seen and, I’m afraid, to some degree 
we’re still experiencing the after effects. The work place has changed.  
 
Purse strings have been tightened, cuts have been made, free biscuits in meetings simply aren’t 
something we can take for granted any more. Pret sandwiches are a huge treat (so they should be 
actually……I LOVE Pret) and everyone wants something for nothing but then will complain when 
the quality isn’t great. Which is ridiculous. We all know that like shoes and dating websites, you get 
what you pay for…. 
 
People in executive positions, heads of departments and managers are of course affected too. 
Perhaps they can no longer justify having an assistant each like they used to. Yet they still 
desperately need assistance of course. So, what is the solution? Why shared PA’s of course.  
 
I have been in this situation myself and working for more than one boss can be very rewarding but 
does also require a certain amount of juggling. So, should you find yourself in the same position I 
thought some tips could be useful! 
 
So, here comes my guide to managing more than one boss. 
 
1. Managing your boss’ expectations/ego – The real skill in being a PA to more than one person 

at a time is in making your boss feel like they are your number one priority. Their ego usually 
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demands it so when you have two sets of feelings to consider you suddenly become not just a 
PA but also a diplomat. The truth is of course that both bosses are a priority but it doesn’t do 
any harm to learn the art of making each of them feel like they are number one. They would of 
course prefer to have you to themselves if it were down to them. So, how do you achieve this? 
Well, a simple but harder than it sounds technique is to be able to focus one hundred percent 
on them when you are in their presence. So, even if boss one has just landed a drama of epic 
proportions upon your shoulders, for the duration of the time you are having a ten minute 
debrief with boss two, wipe it from your brain. For that ten minutes, the affairs of boss one are 
on hold. Give boss two your undivided and the second they have gone then you can allow 
yourself to switch back to the more pressing situation and boss one. If they can sense that you 
are distracted when with them it will irritate them. So you are a PA, a diplomat and at times an 
actor. 

 
2. Lists – This may seem like a mundane or obvious point to start with but it’s one you mustn’t 

disregard. Trust me. The thing is you may have the most fantastic memory but if one person 
has just given you instructions and then your other boss interjects with more commands before 
you’ve had a chance to absorb the first set your brain simply won’t cope. It’s a bit like when you 
go to a restaurant and your table have a really big order but your waiter seems determined not 
to write it down. By the time the eighth person is saying ‘I’d like my burger well done and 
please take off the onions’ all I’m thinking is PLEASE GET A PEN. I’m usually hungry and care 
far more that our order arrives correct, than I do about whether or not the waiter has an 
impressive memory. So write everything down. Lists are your friend and will save so many 
mistakes being made. 

 
3. Communication – There will inevitably be the odd time when you feel rather pulled in two 

directions. When this happens honesty (as ever) is the best policy. People are only human and 
will be more understanding than you think if you just explain calmly and succinctly that you 
have rather a lot to do for the other person but that you promise you are on top of everything 
and that you will be dealing with their ‘thing’ as soon as you are able. They will appreciate that 
you are a shared asset and as long as you prioritise both people sensibly they will accept that 
you know what you are doing and that their needs will be met. 

 
4. Point number three leads naturally onto point number four. Prioritising – there will be times 

when you will simply have to work out whose needs are greater and which deadline is more 
urgent. This will be a juggling act and again is where your lists will come in handy. Small things 
may take a while to do and end up sinking further and further down the list but that’s fine as 
long as the bigger stuff happens as and when it needs to. 

 
5. Face to face time – In my lowly opinion we all over email these days. Of course your bosses will 

email you all the time but if you can schedule in at least a regular weekly meeting to go 
through things and catch up, face to face, life will be a lot easier. This will also really benefit 
your working relationship. It will be easier face to face to tell them what else you have 
happening so that they can appreciate that you are extremely busy for the other person and not 
just shoe shopping if they haven’t got much for you to do. 
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6. Company comes first - If you find yourself in a bit of a tug of war between your two bosses with 

them both insisting you prioritise something for them it will feel quite stressful. The way to 
deal with it is to make the above your mantra. The company comes first. Work out which of 
their requirements is more vital to the company and do that first. Hopefully they won’t put you 
in this position very often!  

 
7. Solutions – When working for multiple bosses positivity is so important. If you are unable to do 

something that day don’t say ‘I don’t have time’ or ‘I’m too busy.’ Instead say ‘I’m going to 
schedule this in for tomorrow’ or ‘You will have this by Tuesday.’ Be realistic, honest but 
positive that it will get done. Provide solutions instead of moaning about how it can’t get done 
right away. 

 
8. Look after yourself – It can be hard work having multiple bosses so don’t let your workload 

increase so much that your wage becomes unreasonable. If you’re in the office till late every 
night something is not working and ( as my mother always says) you can’t pour from an empty 
cup.  Manage your bosses’ expectations and look after yourself as much as you look after 
them. So, if that means going home at the time you’re paid to work till but means having stuff 
left over for the next day then so be it. And enjoy! It will be hard work but immensely satisfying.  

 

Good luck! 
Love Pippa x 
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